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Abstract
Wireless Body Area Sensors Networks (BAN) have
emerged as new applied wireless networking technology
with the development of wearable and implanted sensors.
BAN has novel application in healthcare, sports, human
activity monitoring, disability assistance and entertainment. BAN is now using for real time monitoring and assistance of the patients. BAN operations are vulnerable to
various security attacks, including basic and advance attacks. In this paper, we introduce and illustrate the sinkhole attack in a BAN. Then we propose our sinkhole detection algorithm that utilizes the information from data
aggregation algorithm to detect a sink hole attacker. Finally, we analyze the performance of the BAN in terms of
throughput, latency and packet breakdown and the performance of our detection algorithm. Simulation results
show that this attack could severely degrade (up to 40%)
the overall performance of the network. The propose detection algorithm has good performance in terms of high
success (85% on average) and low (6% on average) false
alarm rates.
Keywords: Body Area Networking Technology; Performance Analysis of BAN; Security & Privacy; Sinkhole
Attack

1

Introduction

Wireless Body Area Sensor Networks (BANs) is an emerging wireless networking technology. It consist of wearable
sensors with the capability of monitoring physiological parameters of the body e.g. ECG, temperature, heart rate,
EMG and blood pressure measurements [4, 19]. BAN has
its applications in health-care, fitness, sports and entertainment. Beside these major applications some novel applications areas of BAN has also emerged recently. BAN
consists of wearable or implanted sensors, data aggregator
and a gateway device called sink, where all the sense information is aggregated for analysis and decision making.
All the data sense by the sensors must be routed to the

gateway device. However, this process of data aggregation
and routing is vulnerable to various attacks. Specifically
in health care applications of BAN where it use to monitor and assists patients health the presence of malicious
node could be life threatening [6, 18].
Security & Privacy is one of the major concerns for
the researchers involve in BAN along with energy efficient operations. Considering the healthcare applications
of BAN, security and privacy of information communicated over the network become highly important. BAN
like other networks is also vulnerable to a range of security
attacks [11] that could seriously degrade the performance
of the network. Sink hole attack is one of them, in this
the attacker gets attach with the network claiming to be
a sink node and causes both security and privacy issues.
Therefore, in this paper we first illustrate the sink hole
attack in BAN and then propose out sink hole detection
algorithm that utilizes the audit data from the data aggregation techniques to detect sinkhole attack. We analyze
the affect of this attack on BAN performance and the
performance of our sink hole detection algorithm using a
simulation based case study.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
2 presents the overview and classification of security attacks in a BAN. Section 3, we present the illustration
of sinkhole attack. In Section 4, we briefly review the
related work. Then we present our proposed sink hole
detection algorithm in Section 5. In Section 6, we present
the performance analysis of BAN under sinkhole attack
and the performance of its detection algorithm, including
the simulation results. Finally, we summarize our work
and highlight possible future work in Section 7.

2

Security Attacks in BAN

Similar to wireless sensor network (WSN), BAN is also
vulnerable to various attacks. Authors in [2] have defined the threats and their security requirements in BAN.
Table 1 illustrates the threats and the related security
requirements. It mainly discusses the classical basic secu-
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rity requirements including integrity, confidentiality, au- 2.4 Privacy
thentication, availability which exists in almost all data
Several aspects of the Privacy and social issues exist in
communication networks.
WBANs. Health records can be stolen upon by the emergency technician in case of emergency for monetary gains.
Table 1: Threats and related security requirements in This issue arrives when extra privilege to information is
BAN [2]
granted, thus leading to theft of data private to the patient. This may include name, social security number,
Threats
Security Requirements
mailing address, medical record history, etc. Also, people
Data Modification Integrity
might not want some data to be made public e.g. early
Impersonation
Authentication
stage pregnancy. Below are the attacks which deal with
Eavesdropping
Confidentiality
privacy.
Replying
Integrity
DoS
Availability
2.4.1 Monitoring and Eavesdropping
Monitoring and eavesdropping is an attack for privacy.
We classify security attacks in BAN as either basic The attacker can easily gather the data by snooping.
and advance attacks. Basic attacks include all the attacks with traditional security attributes/ requirements. 2.4.2 Traffic Analysis
Whereas advance attack we include the specialized attack The attacker can read and understand the communication
that could be launch in BAN by the attacker to achieve between two parties by getting traffic patterns and can be
the certain goal. Figure 1 presents our classification of at- harmful to legitimate users.
tacks in BAN. Attacks in basic attack category has been
extensively discussed in the literature therefore, we will
2.4.3 Camouflage Adversaries
only discuss the advance attacks.
An attacker can introduce a new node or tries to compromise the other nodes by hiding it in the sensor network.
2.1 Data Freshness
Sensor nodes pretend themselves as a common network
Decisions made by physicians or health caregivers are node in order to capture the packets.
mainly dependent on the freshness of data. Therefore,
replaying old messages in WBAN could cause serious con2.4.4 Privacy
sequences.
Privacy issue also exists on the storage server/site as the
site is aware of the ownership of records i.e., which record
2.2 Reliability
belongs to which patient. Moreover link ability of records
Due to the type of sensors and its energy constraints, op- can help stealing vast amount of data linked among one
erations reliability of nodes and operations in BAN is a another. Furthermore, Location privacy breach can exmajor issue. The BAN applications have several Relia- pose the knowledge of patient?s whereabouts and locability [9] & Quality of Service [13] problems. Considering tion, calculated by exploiting the capability of the sensors
the health care applications of BAN this issue could be installed. Privacy has a strong association with the secusignificant. In emergency situations, if the data is not rity aspects of Access control and Authorization [10]. Bicommunicated within the specified time period then it ological signals collected from ECG and EEG can reveal
can incur serious consequences even a loss of life. Devices information of psychological status and identity of the
implanted inside the human body are prone to absorp- subject, which can reveal emotion assessment and thus
tion and attenuation because of material composition and raise privacy concerns [1].
structure of the human body.
2.4.5

2.3

Trust Management

Energy restrictions make the key distribution between the
nodes a major challenge. Public key cryptography, which
is majorly used in Digital signatures for key exchange consumes much more energy than Symmetric cryptography.
Therefore, authors in [15] propose static node deployment
for energy efficient operations. Considering the energy
Moreover, as per the new observation, same physiological
values monitored from different parts of the body within
the same time frame, exhibit similar characteristics, which
can put the Trust management procedure on stake.

Sinkhole Attack

A sinkhole is a denial of service attack well defined and
extensively research in WSN. In this paper, we first describe and illustrate this attack in a BAN. We have considered multi hop scenario of BAN where a malicious node
falsely announces itself as a sink node. The entire sensor
node sends their information to this node which drops all
the information [12]. There are various techniques have
been proposed to detect attacks in wireless sensor network some of them using cryptographic techniques such
as [3,16,20], however, few researchers have focus on investigating it in body area network. We believe this attack
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Figure 1: Security attacks in BAN
We now consider the network in Figure 2 and illustrate
could seriously degrade the performance of the body area
network. This motivates us to analyze the effect of sink- how an attacker can launch sinkhole attack. This network
consists of five sensors and a sink node. The nodes in the
hole attacks on the performance of BAN in this paper.
network operate in a multi hop scenario.

3

Illustration of Sinkhole Attack
in BAN

The sinkhole attack is one of the severe attacks that prevents the legible sink or gateway node in receiving complete and correct information, and creates a severe threat
to applications. In a Sinkhole attack [12, 14]; A malicious
node tries to capture whole traffic from network, by impersonating itself as a sink node in the network. As a result, the attacker gets all traffic that is to be transmitted
to legitimate sink node. In this way it can then introduce
various severe types of attacks, like selective forwarding,
modifying or even dropping the packets coming through.
Wireless body area sensor network plays important role
in health-care applications from basic patient monitoring
to the specific disease monitoring and detection. Third
generation of sensors kits such as ECG and EMG kits are
available to use in various healthcare tasks. We assume
third generation wearable sensors such as temperature,
blood pressure, ECG. The model which we have used is
shown in Figure 2. There are six nodes and their placement is as follows.

Figure 2: Show the model of BAN
Figure 3 shows the scenario of normal nodes with green
lines connected with each other wirelessly and they operate normally. The green boxes show the normal packet
flow between the sink node and the other nodes in the
network. Figure 4 shows a scenario where an attacker

Table 2: Placement of nodes on the Human body
Node
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

Placement
Right Hip (Sink)
Left Arm
Right Arm
Left Ankle
Right Ankle
Chest
Right Hip

Figure 3: Show the scenario with normal operations of
BAN
gets connected with the network. This node which is not
an authorized node can act as a sink hole and affects the
performance of the network. The malicious node after being the part of network tries to capture network traffic by
announcing himself as a sink to all nodes. This is done
through sending a false message as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 4: Shows the scenario with an attacker connected
to a network

Figure 5: Attacker falsely announcing himself as sink node
When data reaches this malicious sink node, then instead of forwarding the packets to the actual sink it drops
the packets as shown in Figure 6. This behavior of attacker prevents data traffic from reaching the legitimate
sink node. This could seriously degrade the performance
of the network. In this paper we have perform an analysis
of the degree of impact that this attack can have on the
performance of the network and parameters on which the
level of performance degradation depends.

the sensor nodes [14]. Sinkhole attack is devastating because of the weak computation and battery power of the
sensor nodes in these networks.
Karlof [8]propose a trust scheme to the routing protocol for detection of sinkhole and wormhole attacks in a
sensor network; however activity of nodes in a loose mode
is essential. It has been shown that packet restriction can
disclose the limit of transfer time and each packet?s distance. It has been suggested that strong authentication
mechanism should be used to avoid such types of attacks
in wireless sensor networks [12, 14].
Authors in [4, 12, 14] first suggest a way to detect sinkhole attacks in which the BS in the detection process,
causing an increased communication cost for the protocol.
The network is flooded by the BS with a request message
and the IDs of the nodes which are much affected. These
nodes reply to the BS with a message including IDs, next
hop ID and its cost. The sinkhole can be detected on the
basis of that received information. Other protocols agree
to detection methods for sinkhole attacks in sensor networks that are use routing protocols usually Ad Hoc Ondemand. Distance Vector Protocol (AODV) and the Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) Protocol [6]. As discussed
above, this many-to-one message passing model is susceptible to sinkhole attacks. In sinkhole attack, an adversary usually gets the traffic of whole network by sending
broadcast about its presence and pretends to a sink node
for all nodes in the network or a node providing shortest
path towards sink node. For example, a malicious node,
with higher computational resources and communication
power as compared to ordinary sensing node, and creates
a better-quality single-hop link to nodes existing there.
In the end, it broadcasts short routing messages regarding that high quality link, spoofing the neighboring nodes
to create a sinkhole (SH). A sinkhole can also be created by using a wormhole, which creates a sinkhole with
the attacker being the center; the intruder then forwards
the messages toward the sink using a tunnel [4]. Most
of the research has investigated and proposed mechanism
for sinkhole attack in WSN; in contrast in this paper we
investigate the sinkhole attack in BAN which utilizes the
local information content from the data aggregation algorithm [7].

5
Figure 6: Shows packets dropped by attacker node

4

Related Work
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Detection of Sinkhole Attack

In this section, we propose our detection scheme for the
sinkhole attack scenario illustrated in Section 3. We use
the terminologies define in Table 3 to presents out idea.

5.1

Sinkhole Launching Strategy

From the attacker?s perspective the most important task
Security and privacy is one of the prime concerns in the to launch this attack in a single BAN scenario are as folBAN research [12,14]. Several studies have suggested dif- lows:
ferent type of detection algorithms in wireless sensor networks with regard to sinkhole attack. The sinkhole attack
• Attacker SNK Hole impersonates the original sink
normally occurs where; there is symmetric traffic among
node SNK.
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Table 3: Terminologies used by the algorithm
SNi
Represents sensors nodes where
i is its ID
SNK
Represents the original sink node
SNK Hole Represents the sink hole attacker
Req Data
A packet sent from SNK
to SNi to request data
TI
Time interval
n
Periods of data aggregation used
for detection
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the concept of relay nodes (a multihop scenario) to efficiently utilize the energy of the nodes in the network. It
is a distance aware protocol means before the transmission of data it estimates the residual energy and distance
between the sensors, relay and sink node. There are two
possible placement of SNK Hole attacker node:
1) On the body of the patient as illustrated in Figures 5
and 6;
2) Outside the body of the patient. We consider the
later as in earlier case the patient will notice if extra
sensors is attach to the body. We further assume the
stationary sink node i.e. no mobility.

• SNK Hole sends a Req Data packet to all SNi .
• If impersonation successful then SNK Hole will receive data from all nodes as a reply to Req Data and
will simply drop them to create the sink hole.

5.3

Core Functionality
Method

of

Proposed

We now describe the core functionality of our detection
• Legitimate Req Data received from SNK later will be mechanism. It mainly consists of two modules data agprocessed then.
gregation and Sinkhole Detection.
The data aggregation in BAN could be either
1) Periodic,

5.3.1

Data Aggregation

The sink node sends a Req Data to all the SNi We employ
energy efficient multi hop data aggregation technique in
[15]. It estimates the transmission and reception energy
3) Combination of both periodic and event driven.
using the basic radio model proposed in [5] are given below
In periodic the SNK sends the Req Data after a certain as Equations (1) and (2).
time period periodically for example in a general patient
monitoring scenario where all body parameters needs to
ET X (k, d) = ET X elec × k + Eamp (n) × k × dn (1)
be monitor for maintaining patients history. On the other
ERX (k) = ERX elec × k.
(2)
hand event driven data aggregation will trigger on the
occurrence of certain event for example critical level of Here, ET X in Equation (1) represents the transmission
blood glucose is notice by the sensor. In this case the energy and Equation (2) calculates the receiving energy
sensor node will transmit the data to SNK, from where represented by ERX . k represents the number of bits
it will be transmitted to doctors or to emergency service transmitted, d represents the distance. The radio energy
providers.
dissipates by the transmitter and receiver is represented
In both type of data aggregation schemes the above by ET X elec and ERX elec . Eamp is the energy for the transmention sinkhole launching strategy will work in the sce- mit amplifier and the d is the distance between sender and
nario illustrated in Section 3. Simply because if there is no receiver.
means for the SNi nodes to differentiate between authoWe consider the scenario shown in Figure 3 and perrize and un authorize sink then the SNK Hole will receive form the data aggregation in the following steps:
all the data instead of SNK. Having a proper authentication procedure in place will certainly stop this type of
• It first measure the distance between the SNi and
attack. However, we learn from the literature that the
sink SNK.
cost of implementing such mechanism is generally are on
the higher side for BAN application. Therefore, in this
• It then estimates the transmitted energy of sensor
paper we assume there is no authentication service is in
and received energy of relay node or sink.
place and instead we propose to use the information from
the data aggregation protocols to distinguish between and
• Based on the estimated energy and distance it selects
SNK and SNK Hole.
the multihop path to aggregate data.
2) Event driven,

5.2

Model Assumptions

We assume the sink hole attack scenario illustrated in
Section 3. We assume energy efficient multi hop data aggregation technique such as DARE [17] in place. It uses

• This process continues until sense data from all the
SNi is received.
• It also maintains the residual energy of relay and
SNK node.
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5.3.2

Detection of Sinkhole

We consider the sinkhole launching strategy and data aggregation technique describe earlier. We propose to utilize
the parameters related to energy and distance maintain
during the data aggregation to identify the SNK Hole attacker. We define the data aggregation is done periodically after each time interval (TI ) for n periods. We use
the concept of anomaly based detection, where we employ two mechanisms training and testing. In training we
maintain the expected normal profile of the parameters
from data aggregation in EXPECTED matrix. Testing
process in invoked when training profile is build. In testing the algorithm maintain the current values of the parameters in OBSERVED matrix. During the testing OBSERVED matrix parameters are statistically compared
with EXPECTED and in case of significant statistical deviation we declare the node as SNK Hole attacker.
Algorithm 1 illustrate the propose sinkhole detection
process in BAN. It requires the maintenance of two matrixes OBSERVED and EXPECTED with three parameters. Where the later represents the expected parameters
values related to distance and energy of sink node and the
earlier matrix represents the current information received
from the node claiming to be sink. Since we consider
the specific placement of sink node on the body, therefore
technically these two matrixes should not be significantly
different. To reduce the possibility of false detection we
calculate the statistical deviation (S.D) based on observation from n periods. The algorithm is general and the
detection parameters values such as number of parameters in two matrix?s, n and threshold could be modified
to implement the algorithm in different scenarios.
5.3.3
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• Calculate statistical deviation SD using the Equation (3):
Pn
OBSERV EDi − EXP ECT EDi
.
S.D = i=1
n
(3)
• If (S.D > threshold) then
we confirm the node as SNK HOLE
Else
We conclude the node as genuine SNK Update
EXPECTED matrix using Equation (4)
i

∀i (EXP ECT EDn )

(4)

EDin

+ (1 − α) × EXP ECT EDn .

= α × OBSERV
• End

We use exponentially weighted moving average to update matrices using Equation (4), where EXPECTEDin
and OBSERV EDin represents the expected and observed
matrix with i parameters and n time interval. Here
α = 2/(n − 1) is the weighting factor.

5.4

Complexity Estimation of Proposed
Method

Now we estimate the running time & complexity of proposed algorithms. We assume a single non-iterative task
takes t seconds to complete. Total number of times the
algorithm module runs is n TIs. Now we consider Algorithm 1 pseudo-code of sink hole detection phase, which
can be split into three tasks for estimation of their time
complexity.

Algorithm

Detection of sinkhole is done in the following steps:
• The detection module maintains the updated information regarding the relay and the SNK of data aggregation parameters.
• Repeat after each TI for n periods
– Updated values of ET X , ERX , d, are kept in the
textitSNi as EXPECTED matrix.
EXPECTED={ET X , ERX , d }
– When the SNi receive the Req Data, it will
obtain the parameters from the data aggregation algorithm term as OBSERVED matrix.
OBSERVED={O.ET X ,O.ERX ,O.d,} SNi is received.
– Compare the current values of distance and energy parameters from the algorithm regarding
the sink node/ relay node with the previous information store in the table.
• End repeat

1) Collecting and maintaining updated values of EXPECTED and OBSERVED matrices. Running time
of this part can be estimated using further dividing
into three tasks.
a. Estimating and storing data for j parameters of
EXPECTED matrix, so time complexity will be
j * t.
b. Obtaining and storing parameters from data aggregation algorithm for j parameters j*2*t.
c. Comparing j parameters of matrices j*t.
So the running time of task 1) is = jt + j ∗ 2t + jt
= 4jt As this task repeats for n T I = n ∗ (4jt).
2) Calculation of statistical deviation of j parameters of
two matrices.
Running time of this part can be estimated using
further dividing into two tasks.
a. Calculating S.D using equation in Algorithm 1
j ∗ n ∗ t.
b. Comparison S.D computed and threshold values
j ∗ t.

i
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So running time estimation for task 2) = j(nt + t).
3) Update EXPECTED matrix.
Updating expected values j ∗ n ∗ t.
So running time estimation is = j ∗ n ∗ t.
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therefore, the graph reflects the normal behavior of nodes
in the network. Figure 8 demonstrates the second case

Now combining task 1), 2) and 3).
Running Time (complexity) = n(4jt) + j(nt + t) + jnt.
Which can be simplified to Running Time (complexity)
= (6nj + j)t.
If we remove constant then the expression in big-Oh notation will be O(j(n + 1)). In general we can say that the
running time complexity of the detection algorithm will
depend on the j (number of parameters in matrices) and n
(the number of data aggregation periods). This could also
give us the estimate of cost of the detection algorithm in
the scenario it is implemented.

6

Performance Evaluation

We now present the performance analysis of BAN under
sink hole attack and the result of our detection algorithm.
We have used Castalia which is based on OMNET ++
platform to simulate the BAN scenario. We consider the
BAN in Figure 2 and create a simulation scenario using
the simulation parameter in Table 4. Each node in our
Table 4: Simulation parameters
Parameter
No of nodes
Transmit Power
Simulation Time limit
Start up delay
Packet rate

Figure 7: Packets received per node with no sinkhole
in which we have introduced sinkhole attack. In this case
where an attacker node acts as a sink node; as a result the
GTSon General and GTSoff General curves have fallen
drastically because the node 6 is dropping all the packets
which it receives from the neighboring nodes. This shows
the significant degradation in the network performance.
In this scenario we introduce sink hole attack and the
drastic change of performance in terms of received packets per node is evident. We have also observe the latency

Value
6 nodes, node 0 is sink
-15dB
600 sec
1 sec
30 pkt/sec

scenario sends certain number of packets per seconds for
the simulation time. We run our scenarios first with no
sink hole attack then intentionally created a sinkhole attack to analyze its effect on network performance using
packet received, latency and packet breakdown (errors)
as basic parameters. We run these scenario with GTS
is turn on or off along with either temporal channel (i.e.
path loss exists) and no temporal channel (i.e. no path
loss exists).
All our simulation is performed using the body area
network scenarios shown in Figure 2 with six sensors are
placed at different parts of the body. We use the simulation parameter in Table 4. The graph in Figure 7 shows
the results of the normal scenario (no attack) with packet
received per node (all nodes send their data to node zero
so the term per node is used). The graph shows variations in the number of packets received by six nodes in
the network with respect to the various GTS options. The
graphs show GTS on with no temporal has slightly better performance as compare to other GTS options. In
this scenario we assume there is no attack in the network,

Figure 8: Packets received per node with sinkhole
in both scenarios (i.e. with and without sink hole attack),
Figure 9 and 10 shows the effects of sinkhole attack on latency. We can see the graph in Figure 9 the latency of
majority of the packets is less than 100ms, it shows those
packets transmitted in the first MAC frame. In this case
no temporal performs better but there is some saturation
in temporal case. However, the graph in Figure 10 shows
the packets received within the first attempt are quite
good in number but later on there are large number of
packets with large delay. There is a huge latency shown
in general case but a considerable increase is shown in
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Figure 9: Latency in general and no temporal (GTSoff) Figure 11: Packet breakdown in noTemporal (GTSoff)
with no sinkhole
without sinkhole
noTemporal case. Analyzing the effect of the presence of

Figure 12: Packet breakdown in noTemporal (GTSoff)
with sinkhole
Figure 10: Latency in General and noTemporal (GTSoff)
the degradation of performance in the network.
with no sinkhole
To sum up this simulation performance evaluation insinkhole attack on packet latency from graphs in Figures 9 dicates that the sinkhole attack could severely degrade
and 10 clearly shows the degradation of performance with the performance of the network.
sink hole attack in the network.
In the final set of experiments we implemented our proWe have also analyzed the Packet breakdown with both pose sink hole detection algorithm using the same simuscenarios (with and without attack). The graphs in Fig- lation parameters in Table 4. We simulated the scenario
ure 11 show that the most of the packets failed because with data aggregation technique of [7] and radio model
of noAck (a direct result of the deep fades in the channel of [5] and introduce the SNK HOLE during the simulaand loss of connectivity) and overflow in the case of high tion in the network. We perform 10 runs each set of experrates. The packet drop rate of busy channel and buffer iments with sink hole attack introduce in the network and
overflow is negligible, but 90% of the packets are received observe the detection rates of success and false alarm. The
in successfully. There are almost 80% of total packets re- graph in Figure 13 shows success and false alarm rate in
ceived properly in first try because there is no attacker in the five set of experiments. Success rate here means that
this case. The graphs in Figure 12 show that the most of the SNK HOLE attacker was detected successfully durthe packets failed because of buffer overflow because the ing the experiments. False alarm rate means the number
attacker is creating such a condition and going to drop of time the normal node or genuine sink node is detected
the packets and this overflow occurs due to high rates. by the algorithm as attacker. The graph in general shows
The packet drop rate of busy channel and buffer overflow the high success and low false alarm rate of our proposed
is almost 50%. There is 40% more packet loss in the first algorithm. The major issue with anomaly based detectry because of sinkhole attack and this clearly indicates tion scheme is high false alarm rates; therefore we have
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declared detection based on the outcome of n periods instead of a single run.
[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

Figure 13: Detection rates of proposed sink hole detection
algorithm

7

Conclusion & Future Work

[6]

[7]

Wireless body area sensor network is emerging technology
that has applications in major walks of life especially in
healthcare. However, BAN operations are vulnerable to
security attacks. Considering the security requirement of
healthcare application of BAN, in this paper we have an- [8]
alyze the performance of the BAN under sinkhole attack
scenario. We propose the sink hole attack detection algorithm that utilize the distance and energy related infor- [9]
mation from the data aggregation technique to detect the
sink hole attack in BAN. The simulation base study shows
that this attack could severely degrade the performance
of the network in terms of low throughput, higher de[10]
lay and packet breakdown. Simulation results show good
performance of our detection algorithm in terms of high
detection and low false alarm rates.
[11]
In future our focus is on investigating security and privacy issues in multi BAN scenario applied to hospital
ward. That is to use the multi BAN to remotely monitor all the patients in a ward using the wearable shimmer
[12]
sensors. Then study, identify and propose solution for the
privacy and security issues in this scenario.
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